
Context

UP FARMING is a project promoted by Cia delle Alpi (Turin) e Agaca (Santiago di
Compostela) funded by the Erasmus+ EU program.
UP-FARMING partners are now experiencing, through local livestock farms they represent,
some difficulties: recent alarms about health risks for consumers or the negative effects on
the environment stemming from certain production practices have resulted in a mistrust from
the public opinion and new demands for quality food products and regional specialities. Who
is paying the most this condition are small enterprises, which – often contrary to large and
intensive farms – often apply some principle of  sustainability, even if unconsciously. At the
same time, they could take advantage of this situation by promoting local and small
productions, but they need to be guided.
In this framework, partners want to support small farms and the growth process of
zootechnical supply chains and suggest solutions linked to sustainability application, acting
on two sides: making farmers more aware of it and supporting them in communicating to the
public (suppliers, consumers, etc.) what they really do in terms of sustainability.
To reach that, partners will develop a course to train consultants able to accompany farmers
along the path of sustainability.

Objective of the project

Train potential advisor that could provide business assistance to evaluate, increase and
possibly communicate sustainability. Participants should acquire skills that enable them to
interface with systems to achieve the above-mentioned objectives. At the end of the course
participants should know identify Critical Control Points (CCPs) related to sustainability
environmental, but also economic and social.



Program

1. Training course delivery on sustainability and communication in the
livestock farming sector

The Environmental sustanability and the Life Cycle
Assessment.
The social and economic sustainability and their
assessment.
Available strategies to reduce environmental impact
and improve sustainability of dairy farms.

17-21 April 2023

Turin (Italy)

5 days
(30 hours of training)

2. Farmers' awareness raising Lab

Training participants will work to a first joint session of
consultancy and animation in presence, testing a typical
moment of the consultation process.
They  will have the chance to demonstrate with practice
the effectiveness of the preparatory study activity 1.

in the period October –
November 2023

In a farm of partecipants’
territories

2 days

3. Building a strategy for sustainability assessment and communication

Partecipants will meet to elaborate and share Lab
results.
They will focus on discussing and solve possible
criticalities, highlighting the various recurrent and
relevant elements, to develop a joint strategy to define
how to assess the sustainability of a company and to
define a sort of toolkit for farmers on how to
communicate sustainability.

in the period
22-26 January 2024

Santiago De Compostela
(Spain)

4 days

4. Project group coordination

Participants will be asked to keep in touch by periodic
calls

During the project

online

(time is not predictable)



Candidates’ eligibility criteria

Requirements:

● Young Europeans aged between 18 and 35 (born between 1988 and 2005 included;
the participant must be 18 years of age at the time of the mobility)

● Degree  or diploma in Agriculture Sciences or similar schools (IN COURSE) or High
school degree in PERITO AGRARIO (IT)  FP SUPERIOR AGRARIO(ESP)

● Residence in Piemonte or Galicia, also temporarily

Priorities

● Preference will be given to candidates with the following characteristics:
● Interest on this subject (send a motivation letter - max 1 page, preferably in English)
● Work experience in advertising field,  also in family farms or internships (send cv)
● Language: English as the vehicular language but also Spanish (or Italian)
● Driving licence
● Good knowledge of digital and IT tools
● Clear commitment to participate in the project until the end of the activities – to be

demonstrated in the motivation letter.
● Good communication and interaction skills

In the event of equal skills, priority will be given to participants at their first participation to
european project

Procedures of selections

1 - Documental analysis and first list for candidates
2 - Individual interview

What is covered by the project?

The costs for travel and accommodation for the partecipants will be covered by the project.
The costs  for lunch will be covered too.
The costs for dinner and any other costs will have to be covered by the participants.
In anycase before each trip will be provided to the participant the details of the costs covered
and costs excluded.



Submission and deadline

The application e-mail must be sent by 28/02/2023 to the following address:
k.barbuio@cia.it

The application e-mail must contain:
- Object: Erasmus+ Up Farming
- CV in English including the privacy statement* (*I hereby authorize the use of my personal
data in accordance to the GDPR 679/16 - "European regulation on the protection of personal
data")
- Motivation letter in English (max. 1 page)
- Country of residence
- Telephone numbers

Applying for the project activities, participants accept “information on the processing of
personal data” (see ANNEX I).

mailto:k.barbuio@cia.it

